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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Like many people, the researcher is deeply dismayed by 
the violence and moral decay in our besieged society. At the 
kindergarten level, the researcher witnesses children who 
are regularly treated unfairly by their peers. Many children 
do not take turns, share, listen, see another's viewpoint, 
engage in cooperative endeavors, or empathize with a 
classmate's feelings without social assistance from an
adult.
Students are entering schools with numerous problems 
such as: neurological, orthopedic, visual, hearing, 
emotional iiqpairments and other health and mental health 
problems. Often, these children are neglected, excluded and 
victimized by their peers (Hendrick, 1992).
Race, nationality, ethnicity, and native language can 
trigger unacceptance by peers (Ramsey, 1982). Other factors 
which cause unfair treatment by peers can be as common as 
lack of physical attractiveness or the appearance of low 
self-esteem.
In addressing the many needs of students today, current 
research and literature establish the need for a supportive, 
trusting environment where children can take responsibility 
for making choices, feel an inner sense of competence, value 
themselves, respect the rights of others, trust authority, 
work in groups and abide by group decisions. These outcomes
are the result of structuring the educational environment to 
teach the principles of democracy (Greenberg, 1992).
In the first decade of the twentieth century, John 
Dewey viewed the classroom as a microism of the larger 
society (Eotloff, 1993). Dewey also believed the school is 
an institution in which the child is, for a time, to live 
and be a mamhor of a community life in which he feels that 
he participates, and to which he contributes (Dewey and 
Dewey, 1962).
In classrooms in which there is a strong feeling of 
group cohesion, each child can feel a sense of connection 
and positive self-worth as a member of the class. Such 
classrooms promote the social and moral development of 
children by giving them a feeling of responsibility for the 
welfare and success of the group.
Using cooperative learning strategies can help children 
be responsive and empathetic toward others, resolve 
conflicts, and make cooperative decisions with their peers. 
These strategies also result in increasing children's 
problem-solving skills, higher level reasoning, creativity, 
and productivity (Johnson and Johnson 1991).
Social interaction with peers is an avenue of learning 
for young children. Engaging in social pretend play is 
linked to the development of young children's social 
competencies (Dolyle and Connolly, 1989) . Piaget's 
constructivist theory demonstrates that knowledge evolves
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through the internal process of inventing understanding for
ourselves. Constructivism teaches that children learn best
by actively involving themselves in their environment (Britz 
and Richard, 1992).
In 1986, the National Association for the Education or 
Young Children (NAEYC) published the NAEYC Position 
Statement on Developmentally Appropriate Practice in 
Programs for 4-and 5-Year Olds. Teachers of young children 
now have guidelines which promote the constructivist 
approach in teaching the principles of democracy in an early 
childhood classroom setting.
Literature-based activities lend themselves well to 
teaching the principles of democracy in the early childhood 
classroom. Good literature enriches children's lives and 
makes them aware of the pluralistic nature of our world. It 
allows children to experience life without leaving the 
classroom. Good text and illustrations can stimulate the 
imagination, provide memorable characters and role-models, 
evoke deep emotion, provide new information and deepen 
cognitive understanding (Chelonian, 1993).
The researcher felt that in her own classroom, not 
enough time and attention was given to create a caring, 
accepting, respectful community of learners. As a result, 
the researcher chose this topic as a project.
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to develop a 
literature-based activity manual to aid early childhood 
teachers in teaching the principles of democracy in order to 
create a caring classroom community.
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Definition of Terms
Constructivist theory proposes that knowledge evolves 
through the internal process of inventing understanding for 
ourselves.
Cooperative Learning occurs when small groups of students 
work together to accomplish learning tasks.
Democracy is defined (for the purpose of this study) as a 
social unit based upon equality and respect for the 
individual within the unit.
Literature-based activities incorporates the use of
children's literature as the foundation for planning and 
implementing learning activities.
Literature extensions are planned activities that follow the 
reading of a story.
Moral dilemma denotes a situation in which competing claims, 
rights or points of view can be identified.
Play is a child's work of communication; an orientation that 
can incorporate imagination and symbolism to define the 
context that players adopt toward something.
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Sociodramatic play is a form of play that requires an 
attainment of social skills that can be incorporated into 
dramatic play.
Young children are defined (for the purpose of this study) 
as children between the ages of four and seven.
Limitations of the Project
The purpose of this project is limited to children from ages 
four to age seven. Though the same principles of democracy 
would apply in older grades, the methods and materials used 
would be quite different.
Signif icance
Creating a caring classroom community of learners is a major 
goal of early childhood educators.
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Chapter II
The purpose of this chapter is to review the current 
literature related to developing a caring community of 
learners in the early childhood classroom. The review has 
been divided into the following subsections:
1) Need for teaching the principles of democracy.
2) Reasons for teaching the principles of democracy.
3) Principles of democracy to be introduced.
4) Literature-based activities used for teaching the 
principles of democracy.
5) Outcomes of practicing the principles of democracy.
Need for Teaching the Principles of Democracy
Because teachers are having to deal with children 
suffering from emotional and physical problems, the need 
exists for creating caring classroom communities based on 
democratic principles. Physically, children are coming to 
school with neurological, orthopedic, visual, speech and 
hearing problems (Brest, Mullins, and Sukiennik, 1994).
With the passage of the American Disabilities Act in 1992, 
inclusion of children with disabilities is a reality in all 
early childhood settings. Dysfunctional family lives, 
poverty and the lack of positive role-models are major 
reasons why children are suffering with emotional problems. 
These emotional problems often interfere with learning and
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these children may exhibit difficult behaviors into which 
other children are drawn (Sang, 1994). Along with physical 
and emotional problems, differences in race and ethnicity 
may result in children feeling rejected by their peers 
(Ramsey, 1982). Teachers need to be careful when they are 
structuring multicultural themes or themes to promote peer 
acceptance. Often, the emphasis on children's differences 
causes them to feel excluded from the group (Clark and 
Clark).
Clearly, there is much evidence to warrant the need for 
creating caring classroom communities where children feel 
accepted and valued. The apparent increase in physical and 
emotional problems in children causes one to question why 
we are experiencing such problems in our society.
Reasons for Teaching the Principles of Democracy
The reasons which support the need for teaching the 
principles of democracy stem from a decline in morality in 
the United States. Arnold Toejnbee, world famous historian, 
wrote that nineteen of twenty-1 two civilizations whose 
histories have been examined collapsed when they sunk to the 
moral levels to which we in the United States have lowered 
ourselves (Greenburg, 1992). Also, in the past twenty years 
we have seen mothers entering the work force, placing a 
tremendous increase in the number of young children in child
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care. During the same time period, social and family 
problems have increased dramatically. More recently, child 
care teachers have seen a marked increase in the number of 
children who have been touched by violence, alcohol, drug 
abuse, physical abuse, neglect, and sexual abuse (Sang, 
1994). Although the statistics are overwhelming,
professionals in the mental health field generally accept 
that the incidence of child abuse is much greater than what 
is actually reported (Bean, Schenk, Buckner, 1993). 
Unfortunately, educators are powerless to change family 
situations and heal physical problems, but there is a lot we 
can do to create a safe haven for these children when they 
come to school.
Principles of Democracy to be Introduced
In order to create a safe, caring community of 
learners, there are certain democratic principles that 
children need to learn and be able to practice. Two 
democratic principles stem from the philosophy of John 
Dewey. These principles are that children should be trusted 
to make their own decisions and be able to work 
cooperatively together. He believed that children must have 
the skills for self-direction and the capacity to assume 
responsibility. According to Dewey, the individual is 
defined as a participating member of community life, rather
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than an isolated individual (Dewey and Dewey, 1962).
Children learn best when they make their own choices. They 
develop skills for self-direction and the capacity to assume 
responsibility. Young children should be able to make 
choices about their learning, such as how they want to read, 
write, create and play. Teachers need to facilitate these 
choices with appropriate materials and situations (Fisher,
1991) . Fostering independent thinking is just as important 
as creating situations where children need to function 
cooperatively in small and large groups. Current research 
provides the evidence that young children possess the 
ability to take others perspectives and to participate in 
cooperative activities to promote prosocial behavior 
(DeBellefeuille, 1989). Cooperative learning strategies are 
most important in promoting community welfare.
Along with Dewey’s principles of trusting children to 
make decisions and working cooperatively, there are four 
other principles of democracy that are important to teach in 
an early childhood classroom. These four principles of 
democracy are: children learn to trust authority, respect 
the rights of others, abide by group decisions, and resolve 
differences in non-violent ways (Greenburg, 1992; Hendrick,
1992) . In a democratic society, people need to respect the 
rights of others and trust the authority that makes certain 
those rights will be protected. In the early childhood 
classroom, it is the teacher who spends much time teaching
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children about the rights of other people. For example, 
children learn that they may not hurt themselves or other 
people. They also learn that they can depend on the teacher 
or other authority figures to be predictable and fair as 
they enforce the rules that are made for the welfare of the 
group. One more aspect of learning to trust authority that 
is an essential part of living in a democracy is learning to 
abide by group decisions. Admittedly, this is a difficult 
concept for young children to understand because they see 
their world in such self-focused terms; yet, even four-year- 
olds can successfully participate in making simple problem­
solving group decisions (Hendrick, 1992). Teachers and 
children can work together to formulate class rules and 
consequences, resolving disputes democratically. If these 
principles of democracy are modeled and practiced, teachers 
and students should be enjoying the comfort and
inclusiveness of belonging to a caring community of
learners.
The school needs to provide the child the opportunity 
to engage in a democratic social life. The chief moral 
trait to be developed in the child is an interest in 
community welfare. Interest in community welfare can be 
developed by using methods which encourage reciprocity 
communication, cooperation, and positive personal 
achievement. Teachers should eiqploy methods which allow 
children a chance to engage in creative experiences that
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help them to gain a sense of their individual abilities and 
their bond with others (Dewey and Dewey, 1962).
Literature-Based Activities Used for Teaching the Principles 
the Principles of Democracy
Teaching the principles of democracy requires creative 
teaching strategies. The writer has chosen to incorporate 
children's literature as the vehicle for inspiring and 
informing children in each of the activities that follow. 
Countless children's books have themes to promote pro-social 
development (Lamme and McKinley, 1992). Through books, 
children vicariously experience characters with different 
behaviors and situations which lend themselves to discussion 
and dramatization. People's characteristics, likenesses, 
and differences, can be effectively introduced through 
literature (Buzzelli, 1992).
Another important ingredient in creating a caring 
classroom would be the use of play. Play is a work of 
communication, an orientation or framing and defining 
context that players adopt toward an object, a person, a 
role, an activity or an event. In children's communication, 
playing is saying (Rubin, 1980). Because children learn 
through play, role-play and sociodramatic play are natural 
devices for literature extensions. Children's literature is 
a wonderful means to stimulate guided role-play. Teachers 
can introduce stories that lead to class discussion about
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appropriate peer interaction and acceptance. Students can 
then be encouraged to take roles and dramatize different 
scenarios. Using literature that stimulates guided role-play 
can help children feel successful in relating to peers.
The use of theme-related literature is another means to 
establishing dramatic play centers. Centers such as 
housekeeping, offices, and stores allow children to 
construct their own knowledge by interacting with their 
environment in purposeful activities requiring decision­
making, problem-solving and judgements. Research indicates 
that more dramatic play transpires in familiar rather than 
unfamiliar dramatic play centers. Literature can supply 
needed information for developing an unfamiliar dramatic 
center. Centers need to be varied frequently and discussed 
after children play (Howe, Moller, and Chambers, 1993). 
Sociodramatic play assumes the role of exploring issues of 
intimacy and trust. Children may select each other as 
friends if they have similar social pretend play interests. 
The child's relationships with others, particularly parents 
and friends, may influence a child's ability to negotiate 
play partners. Teachers need to monitor sociodramatic play 
and redirect children who are exhibiting inappropriate 
behavior. It is iiqportant that teachers don't allow their 
classrooms to become a "let them play" unmonitored 
environment. Such classrooms can become verbally assaultive 
and harmful (Greenberg, 1992).
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Theme-related literature can also be used to develop 
children's interest and give information when exploring a 
subject. Psychologist, Lillian Katz has developed a 
strategy called "the project approach" which engages 
children's minds and promotes the democratic principles 
mentioned in this study. The content of the project is 
usually drawn from the world that is familiar to children. 
Project work provides anple opportunity for cooperation.
The work of the project is based on the plans of individuals 
or groups, typically in consultation with the teacher. When 
children are intrinsically motivated, as in this approach, 
they respond in ways that encourage their disposition to 
work independently and help one another. According to Katz, 
events in children's lives (like breakfast or bedtime) have 
memories and associations that form a script. The richer 
the background experiences in the accumulation of scripts, 
the more processing and abstracting will be stimulated. 
Indirect sources of knowledge such as books are helpful if 
the children can relate them to their own direct experience. 
The younger the children, the more their representations are 
abstracted from real-life behavior contexts. Role-play and 
sociodramatic play are an important part of the project.
For young children, social competence cannot usually be 
acquired through direct instruction. Teachers can help by 
teaching them effective social strategies during on-going, 
purposeful, social interaction. Conversations are most
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likely to occur when children are in small groups of three 
of four students. Teachers can facilitate conversation by 
soliciting children's opinions (Fisher, 1990).
Children's attitudes toward their own race and toward 
other racial groups start to form in the preschool years.
In order to design effective multicultural education, 
teachers need to learn about the racial, cultural, and 
socioeconomic background of children in their care.
However, for a group of white middle-class children who have 
grown up in a relatively monocultural environment, the 
emphasis would be in seeing the diversity that exists among 
the group members and grasping the idea that there are many 
other cultures and ways of life. There are many published 
multicultural materials that can be used as resources for 
information. Each education program should fit the 
backgrounds, awareness levels, and particular attitudes of 
the particular groups of children in each class. Teachers 
can seise opportunities to foster the child's awareness of 
their immediate and broader social world, reinforcing the 
idea that people share many of the same feelings and needs 
yet express them in many different ways. Multicultural 
stories can inspire discussions about families,
celebrations, homes, likes and dislikes, can easily by 
incorporated into these activities (Ramsey, 1982).
Stories about different handicaps and special needs 
children in the classroom may provide opportunities for
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children to be aware of others' needs. Children can develop 
patience and conpassion as they build problem-solving, 
assertiveness, and communication skills. These activities 
are vehicles for fostering cooperation, social resposibility 
and awareness of other people, stressing the similarities 
among all people (Breast, Mullins and Sukiennik, 1994).
Literature that promotes a sense of community in the 
classroom is another way of fostering multicultural 
awareness and acceptance. Students can plan an event where 
families gather for a meal. Perhaps a favorite dish can be 
brought to share. Students can introduce their family 
members and share a family story or tradition (Teal, 1995).
Another idea for crossing racial or cultural barriers 
is to find a "Sister School" where students could exchange 
pictures, stories, videos, audio-tapes, artistic creations 
and letters. Favorite stories and authors could be shared 
along with books that represent the geographic region or 
culture. Perhaps a culminating activity could be arranged 
where students get together in a social setting
(Koeppel,1992).
Teachers can implement several on-going projects during 
free choice time. Students can decide where they will work 
or play. After a session of group work or free choice time, 
it is iiqportant for students to share their individual free 
choice projects with the whole class. When free choice
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ends, children may gather in a circle for a class meeting. 
The teacher tries to establish a positive and accepting 
atmosphere. Children have an opportunity to share their 
work. The teacher can model positive reinforcement and 
encourage positive peer comments. If a child encounters a 
problem, the group can problem-solve and growth is faster 
through interdependence within the group (Kotloff, 1993).
Class discussion is an iiqportant part of teaching the 
principles of democracy. Teachers need to ask open-ended 
thought provoking questions to inspire the use of higher 
level thinking skills (Fisher, 1991). During group 
discussion, it is inqportant that the teachers demonstrate 
respect, acceptance, emotional warmth, and encouragement so 
that students will be receptive to the principles of 
democracy that are being taught (Feeney and Chen, 1985).
Several literature-based activities have been presented 
with children's play being an iiqportant element in each 
activity. Literature-based activities that would promote a 
caring community of learners include: role-play, 
sociodramatic play, the project approach, cooperative 
learning, multicultural and special needs awareness, and 
class discussion. Finally, Teachers need to constantly 
monitor and assess behaviors and activities through careful 
observation, questioning, facilitating, affirming, 
redirecting activities and recording observations (Dellries, 
Haney,and Zan, 1991; Seefeldt, 1992).
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Outcomes of Practicing the Principles of Democracy
Several positive outcomes can occur in a classroom 
practicing the principles of democracy. Sociodramatic play 
and role-play promote decision-making and leadership skills. 
Teacher led activities enhance negotiation and communication 
skills. Positive social interaction among peers can promote 
social competence and serve as a remedial factor in "non­
normal" peer play. Sociodramatic play also allows children 
to work out anxieties and conflicts experienced in their 
external world (Rubin, 1980).
Several outcomes occur with the project approach. 
Children gain independence by selecting manageable tasks, 
monitoring their own activity, and evaluating their project 
work. Children become experts on their own learning.
Children with different ability levels can contribute to the 
work of the group and enhance their feelings of self-worth. 
Learning to cooperate with peers ensures healthy feelings 
about their value in the community of learners such as: 
connection, positive self-worth, a sense of responsibility, 
empathy toward others, an ability to solve problems, make 
decisions, and resolve conflicts (Kats, 1989). Other 
outcomes of practicing democratic principles are development 
of higher level reasoning along with more creativity and 
increased productivity (Johnson and Johnson,1991). Another 
significant outcome as a result of practicing democratic
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principles is that children are able to accept and get along 
with people who have differences (Clark, DeWolfe, and Clark, 
1992).
In summary, the need for teaching the principles of 
democracy to create a caring community of learners arises 
because teachers are having to deal with the challenging 
behaviors of children who are suffering from emotional and 
physical problems. The reasons children are coming to school 
with these challenging problems stem from a decline in 
morality which leads to family dysfunction. Children lack 
positive role-models to teach them how to accept and value 
other people.
In order for children to feel successful, they need to 
be in a caring classroom setting where the principles of 
democracy are modeled and practiced. The principles of 
democracy that should be taught to young children are the 
following: children should be trusted to make their own 
decisions, work cooperatively with their peers, learn to 
trust authority, respect the rights of others, abide by 
group decisions, and resolve differences in non- violent 
ways. Teaching these principles of democracy requires 
teacher planned activities to promote their practice. The 
researcher has chosen the following literature-based 
activities; guided role-play, dramatic play centers, 
projects, multicultural awareness, physically challenged 
awareness, community building,and class discussion.
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Outcomes that result from practicing democratic princples in 
early childhood classrooms are the following: children take 
responsibility for making choices, children feel an inner 
sense of coxqpetence, children respect the rights of others, 
children work cooperatively in groups, children learn to 
abide by group decisions, children trust authority, and 
children learn to solve problems in non-violent ways.
Chapter III
Procedure
Jennifer, a kindergarten student, was completely self- 
centered and unfeeling towards her peers. Everywhere she 
went, uproar and hurt feelings seemed to surface. During 
circle time, she would step on students in order to acquire 
a seat in front. She also left students feeling anger or 
physical pain in her rush to be first to reach the drinking 
fountain.
Jeffery was paralyzed from the waist down. A walker, 
which he managed well, enabled him to move around. Because 
Jeffery was accustomed to receiving an exceptional amount of 
attention at home, he was socially immature. Students found 
his behavior unattractive, therefore, they denied him their 
friendship and feelings of empathy regarding his physical 
handicap.
Jason exhibited severe behavior problems. For exaxqple, 
he threw his supply box or himself on the floor when events 
transpired contrary to his will. Because of his disruptive 
behavior, he was constantly isolated from the group. As a 
result, students avoided Jason. During free-choice time or 
playground time they excluded him from their activities.
The previously described students were only three 
exanqples from the researcher's classroom. Though the 
behaviors of the students were altered to suit the
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requirements of the teacher throuqh autocratic teaching 
strategies, the students never fully met their peer's 
requirements for acceptance.
The experiences of these students and many others have 
continued to haunt the researcher. If students are not 
accepted by their peers at the kindergarten level, what hope 
is there for healthy social growth in later years?
Fortunately, the researcher became good friends with a 
learned kindergarten teacher. This teacher was one of those 
amazing teachers who dedicated her life to her profession. 
She had a love and enthusiasm for learning new teaching 
strategies and creating an exciting classroom environment. 
This mentor teacher inspired the researcher to begin her 
quest for knowledge and showed the researcher the best 
avenues for learning.
The researcher attended several whole language 
workshops and a cooperative learning workshop. The journal, 
Young Children helped keep the researcher informed about 
current research in the field of early childhood education. 
Experiences in three college courses in Whole Language and 
one course in Children's Literature helped the researcher 
decide that children's literature would be the core 
ingredient for building a caring classroom conmunity.
The college course entitled "Whole Language III" 
required the use of Shelly Barwayne's book, Lasting 
Impressions. Harwayne asserted that it was important to
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build a classroom community through literature and sharing 
experiences. By sharing her photo album and poetry 
collection with her students, the author modeled sharing 
experiences. Also, she selected excellent stories for 
eliciting responses from the children that would allow them 
to share about themselves and their families. Though this 
book addressed fourth grade students, the researcher found 
applicable for primary grades as well. At this point in her 
education, the researcher began to believe that building a 
caring community of learners was possible.
The journal, Young Children, provided current research 
and information for the researcher. The researcher also 
found significant articles by Greenburg (1992) and Henrick 
(1992), which addressed the need for democratic principles 
in our society. These principles are the framework upon 
which this study was constructed. Another article published 
in Young Children (Lamme, and McKinley, 1992) spoke of 
creating a caring classroom through the use of children's 
literature. These three articles along with the researcher's 
personal belief in the educational value of children's 
literature, inspired her to develop a literature-based 
activity manual to aid early childhood educators in teaching 
the principles of democracy in order to create a caring 
classroon community.
In order to teach democratic principles, the early 
childhood educator needs to know developmentally appropriate 
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teaching strategies. In 1986, the National Association for 
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), published a 
position statement on developmentally appropriate practices 
for four-and five-year old children. Another helpful 
resource was the book called Moral Classrooms, Moral 
Children (DeVries, Haney, and Zan, 1994), which provided 
many teaching strategies for teaching the principles of 
democracy. The book, The Early Childhood Curriculum 
(Seefeldt, 1992) provides current research concerning 
effective classroom teachers.
Both the principles of teaching democracy effectively 
and developmentally appropriate teaching strategies came 
together in the book, Engaging Children's Minds: The Project 
Approach (Katz and Chard, 1989). The method introduced in 
this book involved incorporating children's early 
experiences cooperatively on mind engaging tasks that were 
of interest to children.
Children's play is of paramount importance in their 
learning. Children's Play (Rubin, 1980) is a text that 
explains different types of play and their roles in the 
development of social skills and cognizance. Research has 
also been done concerning the most effective ways to 
inplement different forms of play (Howe, Moller and 
Chambers, 1993; Reifel and Yeatman, 1993).
In writing the actual manual, the researcher used the 
following resource guides to select appropriate literature:
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A to Zoo (Lima and Lima, 1993), Best Books for Children 
(Gillespie and Haden, 1994), Children's Books in Print 1995 
(Salk,1995), Children's Catalog (Yaakov and Price, 1991), 
Portraying Persons with Disabilities (Brest, Mullins and 
Sukiennik, 1994), and Sensitive Issues: An Annotated Guide 
to Children's Literature (Rasinski and Gillespie, 1992).
The researcher was fortunate to have this literature- 
based activity manual critiqued by two educators who have 
their expertise in the field of children's literature.
Dr. Patricia Hart currently teaches at the University of 
Dayton. Ms. Diane Billman formerly taught at the University 
of Dayton and is a twenty-one year veteran kindergarten 
teacher currently teaching in Cobb County, Georgia. Both 
Dr. Hart and Ms. Billman gave favorable comments about the 
literature selections and activities presented in this 
manual. Both educators commented that this manual will help 
teachers who are interested in creating a caring community
of learners.
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Introduction
As a kindergarten teacher, I see young children who are 
regularly treated unfairly by their peers. Many children do not 
respect authority figures or respect the rights of their peers. 
These students have trouble sharing, taking turns, cooperating, 
and empathizing with the feelings and needs of others.
Currently, the regular classroom teacher is challenged 
with children who have physical and mental health problems. 
Divorce and dysfunction in families often create emotionally 
troubled children. Differences in race and nationality and 
physical unattractiveness can trigger unacceptance by peers.
In addressing the needs of children today, current 
research and literature establish the need for creating a 
supportive, trusting environment. Polly Greenberg is a 
respected psychologist who writes articles for the educational 
journal, Young Children. She recommends that a supportive, 
trusting environment can be achieved by structuring the 
educational environment based on several principles of 
democracy.
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These principles of democracy include trusting authority, 
making decisions, respecting the rights of others, cooperating, 
solving problems in non-violent ways, and abiding by group 
decisions. If children can learn to practice these principles of 
democracy, the outcomes would be feeling an inner sense of 
competence, respecting themselves and the rights of others, 
trusting authority which leads to respect, working well in 
groups and abiding by group decisions. When students can 
practice these principles, the entire class benefits by the 
creation of a caring classroom community of learners.
The writer has chosen to teach these democratic
principles through children's literature. Quality children's 
literature can be the vehicle that helps students relate 
themselves and their situations to realistic characters and 
situations. Learning to trust authority begins with families 
and the love and concern of family members. Trusting authority 
figures like teachers comes from understanding the work of 
teachers and their care and concern for children. Making good 
decisions comes when authority figures trust children and give
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them opportunities to be independent. The care and concern 
of family members, hardworking teachers, and children making 
their own decisions all come alive through children's literature.
Different cultures, elderly people, people in need, 
physically and mentally challenged children, and even pets can 
be presented through stories that capture the hearts of children 
and give them a new understanding of their needs and desires.
Families provide the perfect example of the need for 
cooperation. Helping a sick grandmother finish a quilt, making 
the dumplings for the holiday soup, and helping Aunt Lilly 
manage the laundromat provide students with examples of 
families sharing their lives. Literature can evoke conversation 
about cooperating at school, solving problems, and abiding by 
group decisions. Poetry, raps, and chants can be repeated to 
remind children of the democratic principles they are learning. 
Rules and ideas can be written as a class; situations can be 
reinforced through role-play and dramatic learning centers. 
Class projects can be inspired by a story and cooperative 
learning techniques can be practiced.
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The purpose of this project was to develop a literature- 
based activity manual to aid early childhood teachers in 
teaching the principles of democracy in order to create a caring 
classroom community. It is the writer's belief that this project 
fulfills that purpose.
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Dear Early Childhood Teachers,
It is my hope that this project will prove to be valuable in 
helping you to lead your students to care about themselves 
and their classroom community.
Countless hours have gone into selecting literature books 
that support the different democratic principles. The 
accompanying activities are intended to help students 
understand and practice a specific principle of democracy. You 
may wish to add literature selections of your own. For instance, 
it you are presenting the story At Daddy's on Saturdays, you 
may want to add other books about divorce and separation.
Each literature selection has a brief summary of the story. 
The purpose for using a selection is stated in terms of student 
goals. Difficult vocabulary words are listed and story prompts 
are suggested to add interest to the stories. Hopefully, 
providing the summary, purpose, vocabulary words, and 
prompts Will prove helpful to the reader.
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For your convenience, each section has been divided by a 
bibliography listing the books you will need for that section.
The books are listed in the order you will need them rather than 
alphabetical order. The order of book progression has been 
carefully planned. It is my hope that this method of 
organization will prove to be user-friendly.
I am grateful that I had the opportunity to spend time 
working on a project for which I have such a passion. If you 
share this desire to create a caring community, I hope this 
project helps you reach your goal.
Sincerely,
Linda Fuls
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LEARNING TO TRUST AUTHORITY WITHIN THE 
FAMILY
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Simon, Norma (1976). All Kinds of Families. Albert Whitman & 
Company, Chicago, [multicultural]
Kroll, Virginia (1994). Beginnings: How Families Came to Be. 
Albert Whitman & Company, Chicago, [multicultural]
Walvoord, Linda (1987). At Daddy's On Saturdays. Albert 
Whitman Company, Illinois.
Morris, Ann (1990). Loving. Lothrop, Lee, & Shephard Books. 
New York, [multicultural]
Scott, Ann H. (1992). On Mother's Lap. Clarion Books, New 
York. [Eskimo culture]
Keats, Ezra J, (1967). Peter's Chair. Harper & Row Publishers, 
U.S.A. [African-American culture]
Hughes, Shirley (1977). Dogger. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books. 
New York.
Tedesco, Donna (1994). Do You Know How Much I Love You? 
Bradbury Press, New York.
Cooke, Trish (1994). So Much. Candlewick Press, 
Massachusetts. [African-American culture]
Scott, Ann H. (1967). Sam. McGraw-Hill Book Company. New 
York. [African-American culture]
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Parton, Dolly (1994). Coat of Many Colors. Harper and Collins 
Publishers, U.S.A. [Appalachian culture]
Wild, Margaret (1993). Our Granny. Ticknor & Fields, New York, 
[multicultural]
Scott, Ann H. (1990). Grandmother's Chair. Clarion Books, New 
York.
Carlstrom, Nancy W. (1990). Grandpappy. Little, Brown & 
Company, Canada.
Johnson, Angela (1990). When I Am Old With You. Orchard 
Books, New York, [African-American culture]
Newton, Laura P. (1986). Me and My Aunts. Albert Whitman & 
Company, Illinois.
Carle, Eric (1994). My Apron. The Putman & Grosset Group, 
New York.
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ALL KINDS OF FAMILIES
NORMA SIMON
Summary: Explores in words and pictures what a family is and 
how families vary in makeup and lifestyles.
Purpose: Make students aware of universality of the family and 
the likenesses and differences of families.
Vocabulary: relatives, relations, grandparents, aunts, uncles, 
cousins, adventures, invisible
Prompt: Teacher brings family pictures to share with the 
class.
Read the story and then . . . .
I) Talk through the pictures pointing out likenesses and 
differences in families. Relate to personal families.
2) Make a poster and read the words at the end of the book, 
"Families are for caring ...loving...sharing. Your family is 
always part of you. You are always part of it. A family is 
a special part of your life."
3) Fold a piece of white 12x18 inch paper. Place the paper 
horizontally and fold both ends to meet in the middle.
The student draws a picture of the outside of the house on 
the folded flaps.
When the side flaps are opened, the student draws a 
picture of the people who live at his/her house. If the 
parents are divorced or separated, encourage the child to 
draw two houses.
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Families are for 
caring... 
loving... 
sharing...
Your family is always 
part of you.
You are always part of it. 
A family is a special
part of your life.
Taken from:
Alt Kinds of Families
By Norma Simon
BEGINNINGS
VIRGINIA KROLL
Summary: Parents and children discuss how their families 
came to be, covering birth families and various 
kinds of adoptive families.
Purpose: Students can see that there is a universality in family 
beginnings as several cultures are represented.
Not all families are traditional and this may help 
students accept their beginning and that of other 
people.
Vocabulary: pregnant, bouquet, adoption, agency worker,
Korean, uncle, bunting, Kwanzaa, foster family
Prompt: Show the picture of all the children at the storie's end. 
Explain that each child had a different beginning but 
one thing remains the same for all of them (they are 
loved).
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Discuss and ask the following questions:
Do you know anyone who has been adopted?
Do you know anyone who is being raised by other 
people like Grandparents or Aunts and Uncles?
Do you know anyone who lives with just a mother or a 
father? If students get into a discussion about divorce a 
and separation, tell them you will be talking more about 
this subject.
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Do you know the one thing that makes these children 
smile and feel good about themselves? (They feel 
loved).
2) Read the "Family" poster and apply it to this book.
3) Teach them the "Love, Love, Love" poem.
LOVE, LOVE LOVE
Love, love, love 
That's what it's a ll about,
Because we are loved,
Wfe love each other,
Mother, Father, Sister, Brother,
Everybody sing and shout!
Because that's what it's a ll about.
It's about love, love, love.
It's about love, love, love.
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A T  DADDY'S ON SATURDAYS
UNDA WALVOORD
Summary: Although her parents' divorce causes her to feel a 
anger, concern, and sadness, Katie discovers that 
she can keep a loving relationship with her father 
even though he lives apart from her.
Purpose: Students who are separated from parents can relate 
to the feelings expressed in this story. Sharing 
feelings with classmates can be therapeutic in that 
they know they are not alone. Students will gain a 
better understanding of each other.
Vocabulary: quarrel, divorce, subtracting, apartment
Prompt: Use a puppet that represents a caring adult, and a
puppet that represents an upset child. Have them act 
out a situation where Mommy and Daddy have been 
quarreling and the puppet is upset because they 
talked about getting a divorce. The child thinks it's 
his/her fault that they argue. The caring adult advises 
the child that it is never the child's fault.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Allow students to tell their own stories.
2) Use the puppets to let students know that they are not 
alone and we all care about them. Have the caring adult 
puppet give the child puppet a hug. Let the caring adult 
puppet invite the students to hug each other to show that 
they care about each other.
3) Read the "Family” poem and and relate it to this story.
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LOVING
ANN MORRIS
Summary: A photographic look at loving around the workl
providing a glimpse into a rich variety of cultures.
Purpose: Students will gain knowledge of other cultures and 
learn that our similarities are much more important 
than our differences.
Vocabulary: market, city, country
Prompt: Have a world map displayed on a bulletin board and 
explain that this story is about people from other 
countries. At the end of the story you will show 
students where these countries are located.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Use the index at the back of the book to explain the 
pictures and their locations in more detail. Use a tack to 
locate different countries.
2) Talk about different types of dress and how the climate 
or culture may affect clothing choices.
3) Relate situations to students' lives regarding how parents 
take care of you, the foods you eat, how you stay clean, 
what kind of clothes you wear, bedtime routines, where 
you get your food, what families teach you, where you go 
with your family, how people in your family make you 
laugh and help you when you're feeling bad, relations 
with brothers and sisters, relations with friends, relations 
with pets. Use class discussion as a means of relating 
these situations to students* lives.
4) Read the "Families” poem.
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ON MOTHER’S LAP
ANN HERBERT SCOTT
Summary: A small Eskimo boy discovers that mother's lap is a 
very special place with room for everyone.
Purpose: Children can depend on the feeling of warmth and
security when they are in the arms of someone who 
loves them.
Vocabulary: Eskimo
Prompt: A small doll, a baby blanket, something made of deer 
skin
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Locate the Arctic Costal Regions of North America and 
talk about the climate. Relate the region to the artifacts in 
this story.
2) Ask the following questions:
If you could sit on someone's lap, what articles would 
you want to hold?
Do you think mother should have picked up the baby 
when it was crying?
Do you ever have to share your time with a baby?
3) Bring special love objects for "Show and Tell".
4) Set up a child-size rocking chair in the housekeeping 
area with stuffed animals and baby blankets.
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PETER'S CHAIR
EZRA JACK KEATS
Summary: A mother and father help the older brother, Peter, 
overcome his feelings of jealousy for his baby 
sister.
Purpose: Students can learn that sibling jealousy is natural. 
The mother and father in this story provide good 
parenting role-models. Use this story to help 
students learn to handle sibling rivalry.
Vocabulary: rascal
Prompt: a very small child's chair
Read the story and then___
1) Ask the following questions:
Have you had to share baby furniture with a younger 
brother or sister?
Why did Peter take the chair? Jealousy
How did his Dad help him feel big? He sat beside him in 
a big chair.
Do you have an older brother or sister who treats you 
badly?
If so, why do you think they treat you that way? Jealousy
2) Role-play situations where brothers and sisters interact in 
a jealous manner. Ask students for suggestions from their 
experiences. Try to use situations where the older child 
uses caring strategies in dealing with the younger child.
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stress that in situations where the younger child has no 
control, they should walk away or get help from a trusted 
adult.
3) Read the "Family" poem and "Love, Love, Love," poem.
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DOGGER
SHIRLEY HUGHES
Summary: A boy is upset by the loss of his favorite stuffed 
dog. His sister comes to his aid.
Purpose: Students learn that older brothers and sisters can 
show love and respect.
Vocabulary: fond, leash, satchel, Three-Legged Race 
Prompt: a large stuffed dog 
Read the story then___
1) Read the "Family" poem and the "Love, Love, Love” poem. 
Relate these to Bella.
2) Discuss times when students have helped younger 
brothers and sisters or older brothers and sisters have 
helped them.
3) Introduce THE GOLDEN RULE.
4) Arrange for older students to help organize some races 
like the ones in the story. Stress working together and 
being a good sport.
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The Golden Rule
Do unto others 
As you would have others 
Do unto you
DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH I  LOVE YOU?
DONNA TEDESCO
Summary: The unending love for a child is described in terms 
that continue to grow.
Purpose: Children learn about their world and think about the 
people who show them unconditional love.
Vocabulary: petals, blocks, neighborhoods, towns, cities, 
countries, world
Prompt: a world globe
Read the story and then___
1) Discuss the terms listed in the vocabulary section.
2) Ask if students can name people who love them more 
than all of the petals in the whole wide world.
3) Make a poster of the poem and hang it in the room.
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I love you more than... 
all of the petals... 
on all of the flowers... 
in all of the gardens... 
in all of the yards... 
on all of the blocks... 
in all of the neighborhoods... 
in all of the towns 
and all of the cities... 
in all of the countries... 
in the whole wide world...
Taken from:
Do You Know How Much I Love You?
By Donna Tedesco
So Much
TR/SH COOKE
Summary: A family works together to plan a surprise birthday 
party for the father in this story.
Purpose: Students will see a joyous representation of an
African-American family as they gather to celebrate. 
The baby is the love object and students can 
identify with the affection given by extended family 
members. Students will also share in a cooperative 
effort to plan a surprise party.
Prompt: Ask what the students think the title, So Much means. 
Tell them you will ask them the same question at the 
end of the story.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask what the title means. They love that baby so much. 
Stress the love relationship of the Father for the baby.
2) Take time to look closely at the illustrations. Ask students 
to describe these relatives and compare them to their 
own relatives.
3) Read the "Family'' poem and "Love" poem.
4) Dramatize the story using a baby doll for the baby.
5) Plan a surprise party for someone the students know. 
Divide up into small groups with adult supervision (food, 
decorations, games, cards or handmade gifts).
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COA T OF MANY COLORS
DOLLY PARTON
Summary: A poor girl delights in her coat of many colors, 
made by her mother from rags. Despite the 
ridicule from the other children, she knows the coat 
was made with love.
Purpose: Students will learn that the love of your family
makes you feel secure and rich. Students will also 
be able to see how wrong it is to judge others by 
the way they look.
Vocabulary: season, proud, britches, memory
Prompt: Show the students a keepsake from your youth. Tell 
the story about why it is special and how ridicule 
would show disrespect.
Read the story and then___
1) Ask the following questions:
Why did the girl think her coat was so special? (Because 
her Mama sewed it with love).
Why did the children laugh at the girl? (Because they 
thought her coat looked funny).
Would you treat a person badly if they dressed 
differently?
Was the little girl angry and mean to the children who 
laughed at her? (No, she said they didn't understand).
Who made the little girl feel safe and secure? (Her 
family).
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2) Read the poem, "Do You Know How Much I Love You?” and 
relate it to the girl’s family.
3) Dramatize the story with the children being nice about the 
coat.
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OUR GRANNY
MARGARET WILD
Summary: Grannies come in all shapes and sizes. Our Granny 
is unique.
Purpose: Students will get a humorous look at all kinds of 
grandmothers; they can compare their 
grandmothers.
Vocabulary: demonstrations, badminton
Read the stoiy then . . . .
1) Discuss different names for grandmothers
2) Have the students think about one of their grandmothers; 
read the descriptions slowly and have them raise their 
hand when they hear something that applies to their 
Grandmother.
3) Have students illustrated a book about a grandmother:
I call my grandmother_____________ .
She lives________________________ .
She has_________________________ .
She wears_______________________ .
Her job is_______________________ .
She has fun when she____________ .
When I'm with my grandmother, I like the way 
she__________ .
4) Read the poem "Do You Know How Much I Love You?" 
and apply it to the grandmother in the student's story.
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WHEN GRANDMA CAME
B Y JILL PATTON WALSH
Summary: A well traveled grandmother marvels when she 
compares her grandchild to the sights she has 
seen.
Purpose: Students will experience the wonder of young 
children and the admiration of a loving 
grandmother.
Vocabulary: amble, gambol, rowdy
Prompt: small suitcase, map of the world
Read the story then . . . .
1) Reread the description of the animals and places
compared to the child. Record what Grandma says about 
her Grandchild.
1 have never, no never seen anything as tremendous as 
you!"
"I have never, no never seen anything as wakeful as you!"
"I have never, no never seen anything as messy as you!"
"I have never, no never met anything as bouncy as you!"
"I have never, no never, heard anything as rowdy as you!"
"I have never, no never, known anything growing like you! 
"I never remember anything as heaven-and-earthly as you!”
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2) Look at the picture of the little girl on the last page. Ask 
why she has Grandma's hat, binoculars and bag. She 
loves,ad mires and respects her Grandma.
3) Read the poem, "Do You Know How Much I Love You,” and 
relate it to the Grandma in this story
4) Organize a class project where students invite Grandparents 
to visit the classroom. Students can be organized into small 
groups where they cooperatively make decisions in 
preparation.
Suggestions:
Offer visitation times for one week with 30 minute periods. 
That way, more attention can be given to fewer people.
Have students decorate invitations.
Students can make simple gifts or cards. If grandparents 
don't come, they can take them home to give.
Prepare a favorite story or song.
Students can prepare a simple snack.
Ask grandparents to bring pictures of themselves when 
they went to school. Ask them to be prepared to tell about 
what it was like when they started school (include in 
invitation).
Take pictures of grandparents to display; give a duplicate 
copy to students.
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GRANDMOTHER'S CHAIR
ANN HERBERT SCOTT
Summary: A generational story of a grandmother who gifts her 
grandchild with a chair that has been handed down 
through the generations.
Purpose: Students will be able to relate to this story after having 
grandparents visit the class.
Prompt: Show the class something from your grandparent or
parent that is of value. Tell the story behind the item. Who 
will inherit this valuable item?
Read the story then . . . .
1) Discuss the similarities of the situations and people in the 
story ( clock, night, stars, chair).
2) Ask the students if their parents have objects that they would 
like to receive and pass on to their children.
3) Read the poem, Tamilies".
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GRANDPAPPY
NANCY WHITE CARLSTROM
Summary: Nate's visit to Grandpappy's house in Maine is filled 
with everyday adventures.
Purpose: This story portrays an unusually caring and
respected Grandfather. Students will learn about the 
qualities that result in such respect.
Vocabulary: binoculars, flapjacks, gray heron, seagulls, stone 
skipper, selkie, chowder,
Prompts: seashells, U.S. map to locate the state of Maine 
Read the story then . . . .
I) Read the story again and list the attributes of Grandpappy; 
he cooks breakfast, shares binoculars, looks for treasures 
in the grass, slips money to Mattie Mae, says that people 
are more important than things, laughs loudly, climbs over 
rocks, flings bread to the birds, smiles, gives 
compliments, reads the Bible, tells Nate to forgive people 
who hurt him and be a light in a dark place, takes Nate out 
see the stars, tells Nate it's okay to feel small. Grandpappy 
cries when they say goodbye and he gives Nate a hug and 
kiss.
2) Ask if the students know anyone like Nate's Grandpappy.
3) Read the poem, "Do You Know How Much I Love You?" 
and relate it to Grandpappy and Nate.
4) Provide binoculars for the students to try.
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W HEN! A M  OLD WITH YOU
ANGELA JOHNSON
Summary: A child imagines being old with Grandaddy and 
joining him in such activities as playing cards, 
visiting the ocean, and eating bacon on the porch.
Purpose: Students will understand the love and respect of a 
child for a grandparent.
Prompt: Show the first picture of the grandfather and
grandchild sitting in rocking chairs. Ask if it is 
possible to have adventures without even leaving the 
rocking chair.
Read the story then . . . .
1) Read the poem, "Do You Know How Much I Love You?" 
Relate the poem to this story.
2) Ask the students how the little girl had so many 
adventures without leaving her rocking chair. (She used 
her imagination).
3) Ask the students if they have ever done any of the things 
in the story with their grandfather (fishing, playing cards, 
catching lightning bugs, looking at old pictures, cooking 
breakfast, going to the ocean).
4) Draw a picture of something you have done with your 
grandfather.
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ME AND M Y AUNTS
LAURA P. NEWTON
Summary: A little girl loves her talented aunts, though her 
favorite is the one who doesn't bake or sew or 
travel; this aunt remembers how it feels to be a 
child.
Purpose: Students will appreciate the qualities of the aunt who 
remembers. They will understand that these 
qualities build trust and respect.
vocabulary: relatives, champion, remember
Prompt: Show a picture of your aunt who is special and tell a 
If you do not have a special aunt, use Aunt Bee from 
the television show, "Andy of Mayberry,” (these are 
now on video).
Read the story then . . . .
I) List the qualities of the favorite aunt:
She remembers that it's scary when you wake up at night 
She remembers how it is when you don't have a best 
friend.
She remembers what it's like to have a pesky little brother. 
She remembers how it feels to break something by 
accident.
She remembers what it's like to have imaginary friends. 
She remembers what it's like to look in the mirror and 
pretend.
She remembers what it's like to make popcorn on a rainy 
day.
She remembers what is important like seeing a new day.
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2) Ask if the students know someone who remembers what 
it’s like to be a child.
3) Ask students to bring a list of aunts and uncles from 
home.
Send home a form with a return date. Ask parents to help 
students prepare a story to tell about a favorite aunt or 
uncle.
4) Read the Tamily" poem.
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MYAPRON
ERIC CARLE
Summary: Eric's Uncle Adam was influential in his life.
Purpose: Students will understand how trust and respect are 
developed when a significant adult involves them in 
their life.
Vocabulary: plasterer,
Prompt: white apron (child size, if possible)
Read the story then . . . .
1) Discuss jobs where people work with their hands. Carle 
mentions his other relatives in the back of the book
(toolmaker, painter, tinsmith, plumber, butcher, and baker).
List these jobs as children think about their family 
member's jobs.
2) Ask students if anyone has ever included them in a 
"grown- up" job.
3) Ask students if they would like to include plasterer in their 
block center. What supplies would you need (aprons, 
ladder, trowel, buckets, styrofoam balls for plaster)?
4) This would be a wonderful opportunity to begin a project 
generated by the students. After they have shown interest 
in a particular job, the teacher would facilitate the project 
with books, speakers, videos etc. Then the class could 
plan a center and break into small adult-led groups to 
create the project.
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LEARNING TO TRUST THE AUTHORITY OF 
TEACHERS
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Houston, Gloria (1992). My Great Aunt Arizona. Harper Collins 
Publishers, New York. [Appalachian culture].
Brown, Margaget W. (1949). The Important Book. Harper.
Johnson, Jean (1987). Teachers A to Z. Walker & Company, 
New York.
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M Y GREA TAUNT ARIZONA
GLORIA HOUSTON
Summary: An Appalachian girl, Arizona Houston Hughes, 
grows up to become a teacher who influences 
generations of school children.
Purpose: Students will understand the qualities that make a
good teacher and how the love and care of a teacher 
earns trust and respect.
Vocabulary: Blue Ridge Mountains, calvary, petticoats, tap, 
blab, sawmill, carpenter, lard buckets, sap
Prompt: high-buttoned shoes or a picture of them
Read the story and then . . . .
*1) Locate the Blue Ridge Mountains and talk about what she 
and her brother did for fun (caught tadpoles, climbed 
mountains, made snow cream, helped Papa tap the maple 
trees, made maple-sugar candy). Ask if the students think
these activities would be fun.
2) Ask students why they called their school a "blab" school. 
(All of the students were reading their lessons aloud at 
the same time in one room). Ask students if they would 
like to be in one room with all the grades.
3) Have students compare what things are the same about 
Arizona's school experience with their school experience. 
(Children have a teacher, children learn lessons, children 
have books, children follow rules, children eat lunch at 
school, children play games outside after lunch).
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4) Ask students the following questions:
Why did Arizona have to leave school? Her mother died 
and she had to stay home and help her Father and 
brother.
How did Arizona become a teacher? (She went to live with 
Aunt Susie and studied to be a teacher).
Ask why the children loved Miz Shoes.
(She made them new chalkboards and put flowers in the 
windows. She taught them about faraway places they 
would visit someday. She supplied a live Christmas tree 
every year. She hugged them whether they were good or 
bad. She showed the children her love and respect).
How do people become teachers today?
(Explain that teachers have to go to school for at least 
four years and practice being a student teacher before 
they can be certified. Show the students your diplomas 
and tell them about your experiences. Dont fail to mention 
extra courses and workshops.
5) Interview the principal and other teachers in their lives.
Ask where they went to school and how long they went to 
become a teacher. Ask them if they take extra courses 
and attend workshops.
6) Read Margaret Wise Brown's The Important Book. When 
students interview their teachers and principal ask 
questions that humanize the teachers and make them 
special in the minds of the children. For example, ask if 
they have a family and pets, what do they like to do for a 
hobby, what do they enjoy about the students they teach.
7) Write a book with the same format as The Important Book 
and make it about the authority figures in their lives. Be 
sure to include classroom helpers, school secretaries, 
clinic aids, custodians and any other support personnel 
with whom students interact.
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TEACHERS A to Z
JEAN JOHNSON
Summary: The letters of the alphabet introduce aspects of 
elementary teachers' work lives.
Purpose: Students will gain a new respect for their teachers when 
they realize the hard work and dedication required.
Vocabulary: college, museum, visual aids
Prompts: teacher provides high school and college diplomas 
Read the story and the . . . .
1) Reread the story and discuss each page
2) Talk to the children about how you make lesson plans and 
show them a copy of your lesson plans on an overhead 
projector. Include the resource books you use in making 
plans.
3) Use a large pocket chart as a visual for the "Plan for the Day.' 
Example:
Opening Exercises Name of Leader of the Day
Books to be read List the books for that day 
Language activity Name of the activity
Math activity 
Special class 
Learning centers
Name the activity 
Art, music, gym, library
List the names of centers
Teachers would adapt this idea to their schedule and use as 
long as the teacher deems appropriate.
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LEARNING TO MAKE DECISIONS
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Lester, Alison (1995). Clive Eats Alligators. Oxford University 
Press, Australia.
Lester, Alison (1991). Tessa Snaps Snakes. Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston.
Keller, Geraldine (1984). Geraldine's Blanket. Greenwillow 
Books,New York.
Davis, Gibbs (1985). Katy's First Haircut. Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Massachusetts.
Havill, Juanita (1986). Jamaica's Find. Houghton Mifflin 
Company,
Massachusetts, [multicultural]
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CUVE EA TS ALUGA TORS
AUSON LESTER
Summary: Each of a group of children makes different choices 
about eating, dressing, play, shopping, and 
bedtime routines.
Purpose: Students learn that they have choices that reflect 
likes, dislikes, and interests. Children should be 
able to make decisions as long as they have 
permission.
Vocabulary: chess, butcher, hardware shop, taxidermist, 
tortoise, museum, rodeo
Prompt: a toy alligator or picture of an alligator
Read the story then . . . .
1) Reread the story several times so that the students 
become familiar with the characters.
2) Discuss the different personalities of the characters by 
listening to the attributes of one particular character as 
you read.
3) Each student can make a book about decisions they 
would make using the same topics as those in the stoiy.
4) Teach students the "De-tide Rap” and post it in the 
classroom.
5) Read Alison Lester's Rosie Sips Spiders and Tessa Snaps 
Snakes. Let the students decide if they would like to 
include more decisions in their book.
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Decision Rap
Parents have rules and teachers too 
Because they know what’s best for you.
But I am in charge of oh so much,
Like what I taste and what I touch.
De-cide, De-cide
When I get out of bed, it’s up to me,
To decide how I’ll treat my family.
I can be nice and cooperate 
Eat my breakfast and don’t be late.
De-cide, De-cide
When I get to school and it’s time to play,
Will I get along with my friends that day? 
How will I act when I need to share?
How will I act when the teacher’s not there?
De-cide, De-cide
To make good decisions, it’s up to me 
To do what’s right, then I’ll be free.
My parents will trust me and my teachers too 
Those good decisions come back to you. 
De-cide, De-cide
by Linda Fuls
GERALDINE'S BLANKET
HOLLY KELLER
Summary: When her mother and father insist that Geraldine 
get rid of her baby blanket, she finds a new way 
to keep it with her all of the time.
Purpose: Students will learn that they can sometimes solve 
their own problems by making wise decisions.
Prompt: baby blanket
Read the story and then . . . .
I) Ask the following questions:
Do you think Geraldine's parents should ask her to stop 
carrying her blanket? (Talk about obeying parents).
Do you think Geraldine made a wise decision? (Yes) 
Were her parents upset with her decision? (No)
Did you have to give something up when you started 
school? Talk about the process of accepting adult 
decisions and solving your own problems.
3) Say the "De-cide Rap," and apply it to Geraldine.
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KA TY'S FIRST HAIRCUT
GIBBS DA VIS
Summary: First-grader Katy begins to regret having her long 
hair cut short after she is mistaken for a boy.
Purpose: Katy makes a good decision for herself and realizes 
it is a good decision with the help of her teacher. 
Students should not bend to peer pressure when 
they know their decisions are good.
Vocabulary: receptionist
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask the students the following questions:
Do you think Katy's parents should have let her get a 
haircut? (She was in first grade and absolutely certain). 
Say the "Decide-Rap."
If someone tells a girl she looks like a boy, does that 
mean she is a boy? Sing "Inside-Out” and apply to Katy.
Do you think the school children had a right to be 
surprised Katy went from the girl with the longest hair to 
the girl with the shortest hair? (Yes, but they should be 
kind with their remarks).
What were the good things about having short hair?
(No more tangles, no more catching it in her desk, no 
more hair in the paint, Katy could comb it herself and 
freely turn somersaults).
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What if a girl in our class got her long hair cut, what would 
you say to her? (Say things with kindness because we 
care about each other).
2) Set up a beauty parlor using dolls with long hair. Have 
students bring their dolls and supply rubberbands, hair 
decorations, and brushes. Let them cut paper strips and 
pretend it's hair.
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JAMAICA '5 FIND
JUANITA HAVILL
Summary: A little girl finds a stuffed dog in the park and 
decides to take it home. She makes a good 
decision to return it.
Purpose: Students will think about the results of being 
dishonest and how it can hurt someone else.
Prompt: a stuffed dog
Read the story and then . . . .
*1) Ask students the following questions:
Did Jamaica's mother make her return the stuffed dog? 
(No, she let her decide for herself).
Was Jamaica happy she returned the dog at the end of 
the story? (Yes, she found the owner).
Have you ever had a time when you wanted to keep 
something you found? Let students share stories.
Is it ever right to keep something that doesn't belong to 
you? (It is never right unless someone gives their 
permission).
2) Role-play situations where things are found at school and 
students are tempted to take them.
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3) Tell the students that you can't find a home for the stuffed 
dog so the class can share him. Read a story about how 
you found him and start a traveling journal. Let the class 
decide the details about how they will decide who takes 
him home, what to name him, and how long he can stay 
at each house.
4) Read "De-cide Rap."
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LEARNING TO RESPECT THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Young, Ed (1992). Seven Blind Mice. Philomel Books, New York.
Joosse, Barbara M. (1988). Better With Two. Harper & Row 
Publishers, New York.
Fox, Mem (1985). Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge. 
Kane/Miller Book Publishers, New York.
DiSalvo-Ryan (1991). Uncle Willy and the Soup Kitchen. Morrow 
Jr. Books, New York, [multicultural]
Rylant, Cynthia (1983). Miss Maggie. E.P. Dutton, New York. 
[Appalachian culture]
Binch, Rita P, (1993). Hue Boy. Dial Books for Young Readers, 
New York. [Caribbean culture]
Flemming, Virginia (1993). Be Good to Eddie Lee. Philomel 
Books, New York.
Levi, Dorothy H. (1989). A Very Special Friend. Kendall Green 
Publications, Washington, D.C.
Lasker, Joe (1980). Nick Joins In. Albert Whitman & Company, 
Chicago, [multicultural]
Yamate, Sandra (1991). Char Siu Bao Boy. Polychrome 
Publishing Corporation, Chicago.[Chinese culture]
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Skorpen, Liesel (1972). Old Arthur. Harper & Row, New York.
Fiday, Beverly and Crowdy, D. (1988). R 
Press, Chicago, [multicultural]
Children's
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SEVEN BUND MICE
ED YOUNG
Summary: Seven blind mice investigate a very large elephant 
and each comes back with a different idea of what 
it is.
Purpose: Students should learn that you cant judge someone 
or something by knowing only a little part about 
them. Wisdom comes from seeing the whole.
Vocabulary: pillar, spear, cliff, fan
Prompt: Blindfold—let students experience what it feels like 
not to see.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask why the mice gave such different answers. (They were 
feeling different parts of the elephant's body).
2) Read the stoiy, Chicken Little and relate it to this story 
where Chicken Little was making a huge assumption with 
very little evidence.
3) Make a poster of the Mouse Moral, "WISDOM COMES 
FROM SEEING THE WHOLE.”
4) Ask students to explain the meaning of the Mouse Moral.
5) Help students create a very large elephant by precutting 
body parts.
6) Dramatize the story using colored mice to pin on the 
children and the elephant you created.
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BETTER WITH TWO
BARBARA M. JOOSSE
Summary: Laura tries to make Mrs. Brady feel better when her 
dog, Max dies.
Purpose: Students will understand how you can think about 
the well-being of someone else. The story provides 
an example of a young child who shows respect for 
an older friend.
Vocabulary: punctual, sequins, doily
Prompt: teacups, teapot, doily, windmill cookies
Read the story then . . . .
1) Ask students the following questions:
What made the little girl cry and hug her Mother. (She felt 
badly for Mrs. Brady when Max died).
How does Laura show respect and love for Mrs. Brady? 
(She brought her a china dog, flowers, a drawing, teacup 
and doily. Finally, she brought two windmill cookies for 
tea and sits next to Mrs. Brady on the porch swing).
Why does the story say that crying is better with two?
2) Reread the last two pages again and surprise the children 
with tea and windmill cookies. Prepare sweetened warm 
tea ahead of time. Give each child a small doily and foam 
cup with tea. Pass out the windmill cookies and start 
"elevenses" together.
3) Supply a plastic tea set for the housekeeping center.
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4) Organize a class project where students do something nice 
for adults at school.
Suggestions:
Read the names of parent-helpers and school personnel 
including custodians and cooks etc.
Ask for ideas about who they want to include and what the 
they want to do. Hopefully, they will want to include 
personnel that they come in contact with.
Once they make a decision, break into small groups to 
plan the event. They could read a story, act out a story, 
sing a song, make them a card or placemat, make a snack, 
have tea and windmill cookies, make decorations etc.
Possibilities are endless and this could turn into a very 
gratifying project.
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WILFRED GORDEN McDONALD PARTRIDGE
MEM FOX
Summary: A small boy tries to discover the meaning of
"memory" so he can restore it for an elderly friend.
Purpose: Students will see the love and worth of elderly
people. Wilfred provides a good example of how to 
show love and respect to his elders.
Vocabulary: cricket, memory
Prompt: a basket of memories—hold up each item and explain. 
Read the story then . . . .
I) Ask students the following questions:
Do you know anyone who is in an old people's home? 
(Share their experiences and your knowledge of nursing 
homes. Mention the ones you know about in your area).
How did Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge show love 
and respect? (He visited often, he told Miss Nancy all of 
his secrets, he took Miss Nancy a basket of memories).
How did the different people describe "memory”? 
(Something warm, something from long ago, something 
that makes you cry, something that makes you laugh, 
something precious as gold).
The teacher shares a basket of memories that meet the 
above criteria. Ask students to think of their memories.
Make a memory book using the format in #4 with 
drawings.
Bring a memory object for Show and Tell.
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UNCLE WILLLIE AND THE SOUP KITCHEN
DyANNE DiSALVO-RYAN
Summary: A boy spends the day with Uncle Willie in the soup 
kitchen where he works preparing and serving food 
for the hungry.
Purpose: Students will become aware of people in need who 
depend on soup kitchens for their meals. These 
people are treated with respect by Uncle Willie and 
the workers who volunteer their services in the soup 
kitchen.
Vocabulary: telescope, Can Man
Prompt: basket of canned and boxed food
Read the story then___
I) Read the information at the beginning of the book called 
"About Soup Kitchens."
2) Share information about soup kitchens in your area.
3) Stress the way people who have needs should be treated 
with respect.
4) Refer to THE GOLDEN RULE" and how it applies in this 
situation.
5) Use this story to begin a campaign to collect food for 
people in need in your community. Children can make 
cards, also.
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MISS MAGGIE
CYNTHIA RYLANT
Summary: Young Nate is afraid of old Miss Maggie and her rotting 
log house until his heart conquers his fears.
Purpose: Students will understand that people can be misjudged 
by their appearance. Hopefully, students will learn 
respect for people who are not like themselves.
Vocabulary: Guernsey, rafters, barbed wire, chewing tobacco 
Prompt: Rubber snake 
Read the story then . . . .
1) Ask the following questions:
Why do you think people were afraid of Miss Maggie? Because 
she looked different.
Why do you think she was holding a frozen dead bird? She 
was mentally ill.
Was Miss Maggie a mean person? No, she had trouble with her 
thinking.
How did Nate's Dad treat Maggie? He treated her with kindness 
and respect.
How should you treat someone like Miss Maggie?
2) Read the poem, The Joy Inside." Relate the poem to Miss 
Maggie.
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HUE BOY
RITA PHILLIPS BINCH
Summary: Everyone in little Hue Boy's island village has 
suggestions on how to help him grow, but he 
learns to stand tall in a way all his own.
Purpose: Students will better accept physical differences and 
respect the dignity of the individual.
Vocabulary: sapodillas (an edible russet fruit from a tropical
evergreen tree), sweetsops ( yellowish-green fruit 
also called "sugar apple”), cashews, craboos, 
guavas tamarinds (a long pod with seeds 
embedded in an edible acid-flavored pulp), harbor.
Prompts: a map that shows the Carribean, a sample of tropical 
fruit
Read the story then . . . .
1) Point our the similarities of Hue Boy with the students 
He has a family, he likes to eat, he has food preferences, 
he celebrates his birthday,he wears a shirt, shorts and 
shoes to school, he has feelings that get hurt when he 
gets teased.
2) Ask the students what is it that makes Hue Boy feel good 
about himself. (The love and acceptance he feels with his 
Father).
3) Ask students,If we got a student in our class who was 
unusually short, how would you treat that student?”
4) Refer to the poem "The Joy Inside" and relate to Hue Boy.
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5) Teach children the "Inside-Out” song and post the words.
6) Have a Tropical Island parly. Students could plan 
decorations, summer clothing, sand, palm trees, music, 
limbo, and fruit tasting.
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Inside-out, Inside-out % 
Look at people from the 
inside-out
Sing to the tune o f “Make New Friends”
BE GOOD TO EDDIE LEE
VIRGINIA FLEMMING
Summary: Although Christy considered him a pest, when
Eddie Lee, a boy with Downs syndrome, follows her 
into the woods, he shares special discoveries with 
her.
Purpose: Students will gain an understanding of Downs
syndrome and appreciate the loving personality of 
Eddie Lee.
Vocabulary: crayfish, salamander, almond eyes, myriad, 
reflection
Prompts: pictures of pond animals
Read the story then . . . .
1) Ask the students the following questions:
How is Eddie Lee like you?
He likes to play with friends, he likes to have fun, he likes 
exploring the woods and pond, he is able to run and play, 
he cares about people and animals, and he gets his 
feelings hurt.
Have you seen anyone who looks like Eddie Lee?
Do you think it was okay for Jim Bub to call Eddie 
"Dummy" and tell him to go home?
What if we got a new student in our classroom with 
Downs syndrome, how would you treat that person?
2) Refer to the poem, "The Joy Inside" and relate it to Eddie 
Lee.
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6) Turn to the page where Eddie is holding his hand over his 
heart. Ask what he means when he says, " It's what's here 
that counts." Follow-up with the "Inside-out” song.
7) Contact a speaker to come in or enlist a program in your 
area that addresses mentally and physically challenged 
people.
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A VERY SPECIAL FRIEND
DOROTHY HOFFMAN LEV!
Summary: In search of a friend her own age, six-year-old
Frannie meets Laura, who is deaf, and learns sign 
language from her.
'Purpose: Students be made aware of people who are deaf and 
how they communicate. Students will understand 
how Laura has the same needs and desires as 
Frannie.
Prompt: Use the signs at the back of the book to say "Hello 
friends."
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Discuss how Laura is the same as Annie.
They look physically similar, they both want a friend, they 
both like dolls, dogs and the beach, they are both excited 
about starting school.
2) Imagine what it would be like if you couldn't hear. Tell the 
students not to make a sound and pretend you are giving 
directions and asking them to do something.
3) Show them the sign language at the back of the book and 
give each student a copy of the American Manuel 
Alphabet.
4) Ask a sign language expert to visit your classroom or 
show a video that has someone signing.
5) Hang the American Manuel Alphabet beside the regular 
alphabet and practice signing as you say the letters.
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6) Get books like Laura Rankin's The Handmade Alphabet 
and George Ancona's Handtalk Zoo for those students 
who show an interest in learning more.
7) Read the poem The Joy Inside" and sing "Inside-Out.”
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NICKJO INSIN
JOE LASKER
Summary: When Nick, who is confined to a wheelchair, enters 
a regular classroom for the first time, he and his 
new classmates must come to understand each 
other.
Purpose: Students will understand how Nick feels and 
appreciate and accept him.
Vocabulary: curiosity
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask students questions to emphasize how they and Nick 
are similar:
How did you feel on the first day of school?
What are some of the things Nick could do in his 
wheelchair? (Read, write, draw, play games, manipulate 
objects, write on the board, move fast on the playground, 
use the long pole from the gym).
Do you think Nick has the same feelings as you? (Yes, he 
can feel happy, sad, mad, angry, and frightened).
Do you think Nick has the same need to be loved and 
accepted by his classmates? (Yes)
How did the students in Nick's class show they cared 
about Nick? (They held the door for him, included him on 
the play-ground, Timmie became his good friend).
3) Read The Joy Inside" poem and relate to Nick.
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CHAR SIU BAO BOY
SANDRA S. YAMA TE
Summary: Charlie liked char siu bao better than any other
food. His classmates gave him a hard time when he 
packed it daily for lunch. Charlie solves his own 
problem.
Purpose: Students should respect their peers and not make 
fun of them because they are different. Students 
learn to appreciate another culture.
Vocabulary: char siu bao, dough
Prompt: Menu from a Chinese restaurant, map of China 
Read the story then . . . .
1) Ask students if they think Charlie's classmates should 
have told him to eat something they would eat?
2) Role-play the way Charlie should have been treated.
3) Ask students what if Charlie would have gotten mad and 
decided not to eat with his classmates? (He would lose 
his friends, they might tease him more, he would be 
unhappy).
4) Talk about Charlie's good decision and say the "De-cide 
Rap."
Relate how good decisions come back to you in this 
story.
5) Plan a day where parents send in some Chinese food to 
taste. Try chopsticks.
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6) Visit a Chinese restaurant and see how they cook.
Perhaps the teacher could make a videotape of a visit.
7) Set up a Chinese restaurant as a dramatic play center
(menus, placemats, two small tables and chairs, order 
pad and pencil, cash register, dinnerware, chopsticks, tea 
pot etc.).
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OLD ARTHUR
UESEL MOAKSKORPEN
Summary: Arthur the dog has grown old and is treated badly until a 
boy named William made a home for him.
Purpose: Students learn to be kind to animals and respect their 
right to be treated humanely.
Vocabulary: weasel
Prompt: Show the students a picture of a dog you now have or one 
from the past.
Read the story then . . . .
1) Allow students to tell their dog stories.
2) Talk about the unconditional love of a dog and relate it to 
a personal story (if possible).
3) Talk about how children should treat animals with care and 
respect.
4) Refer to the "GOLDEN RULE* emphasizing that animals have 
feelings.
5) Class Project: set up a veterinary clinic
Have a veterinarian speak to the class, talk about the 
medical instruments, scales, empty vitamin bottles, 
an examination table, stuffed animals, sign-in sheets, 
collars, leashes, cages etc., etc.
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RESPECT
BEVERL Y FIDA Y AND DEBORAH CROWDY
Summary: This book illustrates ways of showing respect for 
others.
Purpose: The situations in this book are very appropriate for 
young children and can lead to a better 
understanding of the need for respect.
Vocabulary: respect, The Star-Spangled Banner*, elderly, 
substitute teacher, obeying, permission
Prompt: American flag— talk about why it is important to say 
The Pledge of Allegiance” emphasizing respect.
Read the story then . . .
1) Show the pictures on each page and discuss student 
experiences.
2) Role-play pages 16 and 17 and 19, doing it the wrong way 
and then the respectful way.
3) Teach students the ”Re-spect Rap” and post it in the 
classroom.
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Re-spect Rap
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
To show respect I can be sure,
I won’t jump on the fur-ni-ture.
I won’t be sneaky, I’ll take care of books, 
I’ll give adults my friendly looks.
Re-spect, Re-spect
I’ll take my turn, not push in line,
When I think of others, I’ll get along fine. 
I’ll try to listen when I’m at school,
I’ll try to follow the “Golden Rule.”
Re-spect, Re-spect
Be nice to pets and always share,
Brush my teeth and comb my hair.
When I give respect, I think I’ll see 
The same respect comes back to me.
4
♦
4
4
♦
4
♦
4
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
4
♦
Re-spect, Re-spect 4♦
4
♦
•  by Linda Fuls •
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LEARNING TO COOPERATE
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Flourney, Valery (1985). The Patchwork Quilt. Dial Books for 
Young Readers, New York. [African-American culture]
Seuling, Barbara (1985). What Kind of Family Is This? Western 
Publishing Company, Inc., Racine,Wisconsin.
Rattigan, Jama K. (1993). Dumpling Soup. Little, Brown and 
Company, Boston. [Hawaiian culture]
Greenberg, Melanie (1994). Aunt Lilly's Laundromat. Dutton 
Children's Books. New York. [Haitian culture]
Riehecky, Janet (1990). Cooperation. Children's Press, Chicago, 
[multicultural]
Rogers, Fred (1987). Making Friends. G. P. Putnam's Sons 
Publishers, New York, [multicultural]
Ancona, George (1985). Helping Out. Clarion Books, New York, 
[multicultural]
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THE PA TCHWORK QUIL T
VALERY FLOURNOY
Summary: Using scraps cut from the family's clothing, Tanya 
helps her Grandmother make a beautiful quilt that 
tells the story of the family's life.
Purpose: Students will appreciate the love and cooperation 
shown by the family members in this story.
Vocabulary: patchwork quilt, material, masterpiece, yards 
Prompt: show students a patchwork quilt 
Read the story and then . . . .
I) Ask the students the following questions:
What does grandmother mean when she says," A quilt 
wont forget. It can tell your life story."?
How did the family show their love for grandmother? They 
gave her a place in their home, showed her kindness and 
respect by the way they talked to her and helped her. All 
grandmother's family gathered at Christmas to pay their 
respects to grandmother.
When Grandmother got sick, how did the family work 
together? (Tanya cut scraps, Jim cut scraps, Mama took 
care of Grandmother, and Tanya learned to sew the 
patches together).
How do you think Tanya felt when the quilt was finished 
and she read the writing on the comer patch? (She felt 
proud of her accomplishments, pleased to have such a 
special part of the project, and loved by her family).
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Have you ever had a time when your family has had to 
work together? Tell about it.
2) Have students bring family quilts or baby quilts from 
home.
3) Make a classroom community quilt
Do this project at least halfway through the school year.
Discuss class happenings such as favorite free choice 
centers, stories, art projects, songs, celebrations, 
field trips, opening exercises etc.
Divide into groups with common interests to brainstorm 
about designing a quilt square. Decide if two people want 
to work together or help each other.
Draw ideas on paper using markers.
The teacher should conference with students and give 
suggestions when needed.
Give the students a 12 x 12 sheet of muslin along with 
markers. Have them transfer their designs onto the fabric, 
and sign their names on their quilt square.
Quilts can be assembled with a volunteer to sew or can 
be bonded with fabric glue. Teachers need to decide 
about the type of construction.
Invite other classes and parents to see the finished 
project.
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WHAT KIND OF FAMILY IS THIS?
BARBARA SEUUNG
Summary: When divorced parents remarry and join two
families, children often have fears about what their 
new family will be like.
Purpose: Several students may relate to this situation and be a 
able to share their experiences. Students will also 
see that it takes cooperation to get along.
Vocabulary: stepmother, stepfather, stepbrother, stepsister, 
divorce, privacy
Prompt: Use the caring adult puppet and the upset child 
puppet to introduce this story. The upset child 
expresses fear about he and his mother going to live 
in a new father's house. Mother assures him that it 
just takes time, but it will work out.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Discuss each problem and see if there are suggestions for 
resolution: bathroom problem, bedroom problem, pets. 
Stress that resolution takes respect and cooperation.
2) Ask students what Scott did that helped Jeff feel better. 
(He felt sorry for Jeff and changed his closet into a cave).
3) Ask the students if any of them have ever felt like these 
boys.
Give the students a chance to share.
4) Use the puppets to talk with the children who share.
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DUMPUNG SOUP
JAMA KIM RA TTIGAN
Summary: A young Hawaiian girl tries to make dumplings for 
her family's New Years celebration.
Purpose: Children learn how families work together to create a 
traditional holiday. Students will also learn about the 
different cultures and customs in Hawaii.
Vocabulary: read through the glossary on the first page, 
dumplings, mandoo
Prompt: Wonton soup wrappers
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Discuss traditions: taking off shoes, women gathering to 
cook, staying up all night, playing games, food, fireworks, 
new clothes
2) Compare American customs with Hawaiian customs.
3) Serve wonton soup to give students an idea of what 
dumpling soup would taste like.
4) Plan a classroom celebration. Break up into small groups 
to decide customs, food, decorations, clothing, and 
games. Practice cooperative learning strategies.
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AUNT LILLY'S LAUNDROMAT
MELANIE GREENBERG
Summary: Aunt Lillie thinks about her island home, Haiti, while 
she works in her laundromat in Brooklyn.
Purpose: Students will get a feeling of a sense of community 
and the good feeling a person gets when a job is 
well done.
Vocabulary: Haiti, tropical, laundromat
Prompt: laundry products
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Locate Haiti on the map. Discuss the tropical climates in 
the Caribbean where Hue Boy lives, Hawaii where Marisa 
lives, and Haiti where Lilly grew up.
2) Explain to the children what New York City is like and use 
the illustrations to tell about the differences.
3) Show students the picture of the hard working people in 
Haiti and ask why they think Aunt Lilly came to America. 
(Her family probably came for freedom and financial gain).
4) Ask students to answer the following questions:
Did Aunt Lilly believed her job was important? (Yes)
Did people respect Aunt Lilly? (Yes, people respect 
people who take pride in their work).
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How did Aunt Lilly show she respected other people's 
clothing? (She hung clothes on hangers, she took time to 
sort them, she folded them nicely).
How did Aunt Lilly show her respect for the environment? 
(She used only soaps that do not harm rivers and 
streams).
5) Think of a "clean-up” song the class could sing to make 
cleaning the classroom easier.
6) Organize a cleaning project such as: classroom furniture 
and toys, or outside picking up sticks and non-harmful 
trash (wear gloves).
7) Set up laundry equipment in the housekeeping center and
provide a basket of clothes for sorting along with empty 
laundry product containers.
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How did Aunt Lilly show she respected other people's 
clothing? (She hung clothes on hangers, she took time to 
sort them, she folded them nicely).
How did Aunt Lilly show her respect for the environment? 
(She used only soaps that do not harm rivers and 
streams).
5) Think of a "clean-up” song the class could sing to make 
cleaning the classroom easier.
6) Organize a cleaning project such as: classroom furniture 
and toys, or outside picking up sticks and non-harmful 
trash (wear gloves).
7) Set up laundry equipment in the housekeeping center and
provide a basket of clothes for sorting along with empty 
laundry product containers.
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COOPERA TION
JANET RIEHECKY
Summary: Portrays situations in children's lives that require 
cooperation.
Purpose: Students will be able to discuss and understand why 
cooperation is necessary.
Read the story and then . . . .
I) Define cooperation:
Cooperation is working together to get something done. 
Make a poster and use it as a reference.
2) Review by using the pictures in the book. With each 
picture, ask how the children are cooperating.
3) Ask the question at the end of the book, "What are some 
ways you can cooperate?” Allow students to brainstorm 
ideas.
4) Before the next free choice time, ask students how they 
can cooperate in each area. The teacher can circulate 
around the room observing and making comments and 
suggestions. After free choice time, share your 
observations with students.
Continue this process frequently in the beginning, and 
sporadically throughout the year.
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COOPERATION
IS WORKING TOGETHER
TO GET SOMETHING DONE
MAKING FRIENDS
FRED ROGERS
Summary: Explains what it means to be friends and some of 
the easy and difficult aspects of friendship.
Purpose: Students will be able to discuss how to get along 
with friends and the need to share and cooperate.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Reread the story slowly and discuss each picture and the 
need to share and cooperate.
2) Write "Good Friendship Ideas” together.
When you and a friend don't agree, talk about it.
Share your toys.
Take turns and don't always try to be first.
When two people are playing together, be nice and let 
someone else play.
The same people don't have to play together all the time.
When you have a problem with a friend, talk to a 
grownup.
3) After playing outside or in the room, use the "Good 
Friendship Ideas" to help solve problems.
4) Read "Friends” poem.
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HELPING OUT
GEORGE ANCONA
Summary: Photographs portray the special relationship
between adults and children working together in 
many different settings.
Purpose: Young people gain a sense of pride about working 
with an adult in the adult world. They also learn to 
respect, trust and cooperate.
Vocabulary: chores, bale hay, shepherd's crook, rancher, dude 
ranch, barnacles
Prompts: garden trowel, carpentry tools
Read the story and then___
1) Show the pictures in the story and talk about student's 
experiences.
2) Make a book called, "How I Help At Home.*'
3) Brainstorm ways that students can help at school. Allow 
students to come up with ideas, working as partners, to 
do something to help in the room (select certain areas 
students would like to organize; break up into cleaning 
teams and decide which area they will be responsible for). 
Keep these jobs for a length of time so children get into a 
routine.
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LEARNING TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN NON­
VIOLENT WAYS
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Berry, Joy W. (1984). Let's Talk About Fighting. Children's 
Press,Chicago.
Jones, Rebecca C. (1991). Matthew and Tilly. Dutton Children's 
Books, New York, [multicultural]
Winthrop, Elizabeth (1989). The Best Friends Club. Lothrop, Lee 
& Shepard Books, New York.
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LET'S TALK ABOUT FIGHTING
JO Y WILT BERRY
Summary: This story tells why children should not solve 
problems with physical fighting and offers 
suggestions about compromising.
Purpose: Students will be able to discuss the pain involved in 
physical fighting and learn other strategies for 
solving problems.
Vocabulary: Ignore, solve problems, respect, compromise, 
advice
Read the story and then___
1) Reread the story and allow students to share personal 
stories.
2) Role-play each situation with appropriate responses.
Walk away from a fight.
Talk to your friend about not playing so rough.
Practice counting to ten.
Practice telling the person, I t  really makes me feel______
when you______ . Please_________."
Practice going to an adult when you cant solve a 
problem.
3) Write these rules on a poster and use it when needed.
4) Teach them this chant:
Fighting's not okay a t school,
Try to remember T H E  GOLDEN RULE”
Do unto others 
As you would have others
Do unto you.
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Fighting's Not Okay
Fighting's not okay at school 
Try to remember the GOLDEN RULE,
DO UNTO OTHERS
AS YOU WOULD HAVE OTHERS
DO UNTO YOU
MATTHEW and TILLY
REBECCA C. JONES
Summary: Like all good friends, Matthew and Tilly have an 
occasional tiff, but their friendship prevails.
Purpose: Students will be able to identify with two friends who 
have a falling-out. They will also see how these two 
friends handle their problem in a non-violent way.
Prompt: a purple crayon
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Talk about the real reason Tilly got mad at Matthew. They 
were together too much and tired of each other.
2) Refer to the "Rules About Fighting” poster and relate it to 
Matthew and Tilly.
3) Role-play the situation practicing acceptable responses.
4) Say the "Fighting's Not Okay" chant.
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THE BEST FRIENDS CLUB
ELIZABETH WINTHROP
Summary: Lizzy learns to share her best friend, and enjoys it.
Purpose: Students learn how feelings of jealousy can be 
handled using non-violent problem-solving.
Prompt: cat's cradle made with yarn
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask the students if there are bad rules. Yes, when they 
hurt or wrongfully exclude other people.
2) Explain to students that sometimes people hurt you and 
you don't want to forgive them and be friends. Remind 
them of the story, Grandpappy, where the grandfather 
tells his grandson you should be willing to forgive.
3) Ask students who was the first to forgive and try to be 
friends again. (Harold, he said they could make a different 
kind of club).
4) Ask students which rule about fighting might have helped 
them handle their problem better. (#4. Practice telling the
person, "It really makes me feel_____ when you______ ,
please______ ").
5) Role-play the situation with Harold and Lizzy using rule 
#4.
6) Teach students the Triends” poem and post it in the 
room for reference.
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LEARNING TO ABIDE BY GROUP DECISIONS
BOOKS ARE LISTED IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Swanson, June (1990). I Pledge Allegiance. Carolrhoda Books, 
Minneapolis.[multicultural]
Cohen, Miriam (1985). Starring First Grade. Greenwillow Books, 
New York, [multicultural]
Ancona, George (1983). Team Work. Thomas Y. Crowell, New 
York, [multicultural]
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/  PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE
JUNE SWANSON
Summary: Describes how and why the "Pledge of Allegiance” 
was written, how it was changed in wording over 
the years, and precisely what it means.
Purpose: Students will gain an understanding of what the 
"Pledge of Allegiance" means as well as learn the 
importance of following group decisions.
Vocabulary: Vocabulary of the Pledge is explained in the text. 
Prompts: Flag and map of the United States.
Read the story and then . . . .
1) Ask students to tell about the events leading up to 
Columbus Day: Students read the magazine, The Youth's 
Companion. Children collected money to buy flags for 
their schools. Francis Bellamy wrote the Youth's 
Companion Fiag Pledge. Twelve million schoolchildren 
recited the pledge on Columbus Day in 1892.
2) Compare the current "Pledge of Allegiance" to the first. 
Emphasize the decision to hold our hands over our 
hearts.
3) Construct an American flag with colored paper or paint 
one with tempera paint.
4) Get permission to say the Pledge of Allegiance on the 
school's intercom system.
5) Visit the flagpole at your school and retell the story of the 
children sending money to buy school flags in 1892.
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STARRING FIRST GRADE
MIRIAM COHEN
Summary: Even though he doesn't like his part in the
play, Jim saves the performance when one of the 
key players gets stage fright.
Purpose: Students will have an example for working together 
to help each other. They will also understand the 
need for structure and abiding by rules to carry out a 
project.
Prompt: Read the folktale, The Three Billy Goats Gruff, before 
reading this story.
Read the story and then___
1) Ask the students the following questions:
Jim did not want to be a tree? Do you think the teacher 
should have given him the troll part that he wanted? (No, 
We cannot all have the best parts; she had already 
chosen Paul).
Jim behaved badly during rehearsal, do you think the 
teacher should have given him the part of the river under 
the bridge?
Allow students to give their opinions.
Do you think Paul had a right to be angry with Jim and 
accuse him of being the boss of everyone? (Yes)
Do you think the school band had to work together to 
play music before the school play? Share information 
about your school's band practices.
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What is stage fright? (When someone is afraid on the 
stage).
How did Jim help Paul? (He got him to think about his 
role).
Was Paul angry with Jim at the end? (No, they were 
friends).
2) Take this opportunity to perform the play, The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff.
Read several versions of the story and discuss the 
characters.
Talk as a group about the scenery, costumes and 
performers.
Tell the students that the teacher will assign roles and jobs. 
Stress the need for cooperation.
You may want to get help from older students or parents 
with scenery and rehearsal.
Perform for other students or parents.
3) This activity could be used with any story to dramatize. The 
production can be as formal or informal as the teacher 
chooses.
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TEAM WORK
GEORGE ANCONA
Summary: A photo essay of people working together to get the 
job done.
Purpose: Students will see examples of people working
together in their occupations. Students may also 
gain a respect for the professions depicted in this 
book.
Vocabulary: much of the language in this text is sophisticated 
and technical. The teacher could preread the 
book and highlight the relevant information while 
telling the story by using the pictures.
Read the story and then___
1) Review the occupations mentioned in this story.
2) Ask students to tell which occupations they would like to 
try.
3) Refer to the mountain climbers and ask what would 
happen if they did not work together.
4) If your school has teeter-totters, ask how children need to 
work together to play on them. Give an example of what 
happens when someone doesn't follow the rules and 
jumps off.
5) Ask students if they can think of ways we work together 
during choice time. Examples: follow the rules in sand, 
art, painting, housekeeping, using the tape recorder, 
blocks, reading books, etc.
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6) This may be a good time to talk about rewriting rules and 
making group decisions.
7) Take a vote on new choices and discuss the need to 
follow the decisions made by the group.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to develop a literature 
based activity manual to aid early childhood educators in 
teaching the principles of democracy in order to create a 
caring classroom community.
The writer accomplished the creation of this activity 
manual by reviewing recognized journals and resource books. 
The writer chose children's literature as the base for creating 
activities to carry out the stated purpose. The writer 
established guidelines for selecting literature and an extensive 
search was conducted.
Lastly, the writer reviewed similar handbooks to gain 
knowledge about format and structure. This handbook was 
critiqued by two whole language experts.
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The resulting handbook contained an introduction, letter 
to teachers, table of contents, which listed the six principles of 
democracy to be taught. These six principles of democracy are: 
I) Learning to Trust Authority, 2) Learning to Make Decisions,
3) Learning to Respect the Rights of Others, 4) Learning to 
cooperate, 5) Learning to Solve Problems in Non-Violent Ways, 
and 6) Learning to Abide By Group Decisions. Each section
contained several literature selections with activities to 
reinforce the democratic principle being taught. A bibliography 
proceeded each section to aid the teacher in making book 
selections as each section was to be taught.
Conclusions
After completing this project, the writer feels that this 
activity manual could be used for children ages four to seven 
to promote a caring community of learners. The activities are 
meant to be developmentally appropriate and project oriented. 
The writer selected high interest books picture books with an 
emotional component to aid in teaching democratic principles.
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Recommendations
The writer would encourage teachers to follow the 
progression of book selections in the order in which they are 
presented. Activities may be varied and adjusted as needed. 
Teachers using this manual may also want to add other 
relevant books as they progress.
The writer plans to add appropriate literature selections to 
the manual to update and keep it current, 
as they proceed.
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